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ISOPERIMETRIC INEQUALITIES AND IMBEDDING
THEOREMS IN IRREGULAR DOMAINS
PIOTR HAJŁASZ and PEKKA KOSKELA
Abstract
The paper proves several weighted imbedding theorems for domains with fractal boundaries. The
weights considered are distances to the boundary to certain powers, and the domains are so-called s-John
domains. The paper also proves, in the general setting, that the existence of an imbedding implies
compactness of the imbedding for lower exponents. Moreover, following Maz’ya, the paper reformulates
the imbedding theorems in the language of local isoperimetric and capacity estimates.
1. Introduction
The Sobolev–Poincare! inequality
0&
X
rufiuXrnp/(n−p) dx1(n−p)/np %C 0&
X
r~urp dx1"/p (1)
holds for 1% p! n whenever u is smooth, uX fl@Xu dxfl rXr−"!Xu dx, and X is
sufficiently nice, that is, say, that it is a bounded domain and satisfies the cone
condition. In the case in which 1! p! n, this result is due to Sobolev [43, 44]. The
case in which pfl 1 was a long standing open problem until elementary proofs were
given by Gagliardo [15] and Nirenberg [39]. They also showed that the inequality for
1! p! n can be easily deduced from that for pfl 1 (cf. [51, Theorem 2.4.1]). The next
progress was made independently by Federer and Fleming [13] and by Maz’ya [28].
If pfl 1 and Xfl2n, then we can put uX 3 0 in (1) :
0&
2n
rurn/(n−") dx1(n−")/n %C(n)&
2n
r~ur dx. (2)
Federer and Fleming [13] established this inequality with the best possible constant
C(n) by using the co-area formula and by applying the isoperimetric inequality to the
level sets of u. This proof shows that, in a certain sense, inequality (2) is equivalent
to the isoperimetric inequality (cf. [51, Theorem 2.7.4, Remark 2.7.5]). Maz’ya [28]
verified a stronger result : if XZ2n is an arbitrary open set with finite volume, and
1% q% n}(nfi1), then the inequality
0&
X
rufiuXrq dx1"/q%C&
X
r~ur dx (3)
holds if and only if a version of the isoperimetric inequality involving exponent q is
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satisfied by the subsets of X (cf. [33, Corollary 3.2.3]). As a consequence, he also
obtained inequality (2) with the best constant.
The equivalence of the Sobolev imbedding of the type of inequality (3) with the
isoperimetric inequality also has counterparts in the theory of finitely generated
groups and graph theory, as well as in the theory of Markov operators [26, 49, 50].
Roughly speaking, in the terminology of Gromov, the proof of inequality (3) and its
counterparts in the abstract settings of graphs and Markov operators is reduced to the
computation of the ‘ isoperimetric dimension’ of the space.
As already mentioned, inequality (1) with 1! p! n follows easily from that for
pfl 1. Moreover, if rXr!¢, and if inequality (3) holds for a fixed 1% q% n}(nfi1)
and all u ‘C¢(X), then the same method (cf. the proof of Corollary 3) leads to
0&
X
rufiuXrs dx1"/s%C 0&
X
r~urp dx1"/p (4)
where p! q}(qfi1), sfl pq}(p›qfipq). In passing from (3) to (4), one does not need
to impose any regularity assumptions on X. In the case of a bounded domain with the
cone property, qfl n}(nfi1), and hence we get the exponent sfl np}(nfip) in (4),
which is the best possible. However, it was observed by Maz’ya [33] that for more
complicated domains this method does not necessarily yield the best possible
exponent in (4). To obtain the best exponent in (4) for p" 1, one has to deal with
‘capacity estimates ’ for level sets rather than with isoperimetric inequalities. Maz’ya
[28–30, 32] proved that inequality (4) holds if and only if certain capacity estimates
involving exponents s and p are satisfied by the subsets of X. This result extends to
the general setting of Markov operators [26].
For a full treatment of the above mentioned necessary and sufficient conditions
for the existence of various kinds of imbedding theorem in open subsets of 2n, we
refer the reader to Maz’ya’s monograph [33, Chapters 3 and 4], and to Section 2 of
this paper. However, this abstract approach does not solve the entire problem,
because in general it is very difficult to check whether subsets of a given domain
satisfy these isoperimetric or capacity estimates. The most general class of domains
for which Maz’ya [33] verifies such estimates is the class of bounded domains with the
cone condition. Apart from this class, he only deals with particular examples.
Imbedding theorems for more general classes of domain were later established
with different methods. Bojarski [3] proved inequality (1) when 1% p! n for a very
general class of 1-John domains, using the chaining method of Boman [4]. This
method of proof and certain variants of it were then also employed by Chua [10],
Hurri [20–22], and Smith and Stegenga [41, 42] and others.
In this paper we present a rather elementary method for establishing these
isoperimetric and capacity estimates for a large class of domains. In particular, we
verify weighted inequalities in s-John domains (see Section 3 for the definition) and
unify different approaches. Our results cover and extend some of the earlier results of
Bojarski [3], Hurri [20–22], Smith and Stegenga [41, 42], and people from the Czech
school (see [40], and references therein). Our interest in s-John domains in part arises
from a recent paper by Buckley and the second author of this paper [6], which shows
that all simply connected plane domains that satisfy a Sobolev–Poincare! type
inequality are s-John for an appropriate s (for inequality (1), sfl 1).
Also, we prove a very general version of the Rellich–Kondrachov compactness
theorem that we have not been able to locate in the literature. Namely, we prove that,
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in the general setting of weighted spaces, the existence of the imbedding W ",p ZLq
implies that, for all s! q, the imbedding W ",p ZLs is compact, provided that the
weighted measure of the domain is finite (Theorem 5). This observation has a very
simple proof, and it immediately reduces the question of compactness to the existence
of an imbedding, a fact that seems to have been overlooked by a number of authors.
The unweighted case with pfl 1 of our conclusion can be found in a bit implicit form
in Maz’ya’s work [28 ; 33, Corollary 4.8.3.3].
The paper is organised as follows. In Section 2, we prove a general result
(Theorem 1) in the spirit of Maz’ya [33]. This result states that, in a given domain, a
weighted imbedding holds if and only if subsets of this domain satisfy certain
weighted isoperimetric or weighted capacity estimates. In the unweighted case, this
result is essentially due to Maz’ya. Related weighted variants were considered by
Maz’ya [31 ; 33, pp. 112, 113] and Stredulinsky [46]. Our approach seems to be slightly
more elementary than that of Maz’ya and Stredulinsky (see [33, Chapters 3 and 4; 46,
Chapter 2]). In Section 2, we also prove the compactness theorem referred to above.
In Section 3, we recall the definitions and some basic properties of the s-John
domains, 1% s!¢. These domains can have very wild boundaries.
In Section 4, we establish weighted isoperimetric and weighted capacity estimates
for subsets of s-John domains. Thus, applying Theorem 1 from Section 2, we obtain
a general imbedding theorem in s-John domains. Compactness of imbedding is then
a corollary from the general compactness result in Section 2. We also introduce an
‘envelope extension operator’, and prove the existence of such an operator for 1-John
domains (Theorem 10).
The symbol X will always denote an open subset of 2n, where n& 2. By v
E
, we
denote the characteristic function of the set E. The average value of u with respect to
the measure l is denoted by uX,l fl@Xu dlfll(X)−"!Xu dl. If dl(x)fl f (x) dx with
0! f ‘L"
loc
(X), then we write uX,f instead of uX,l. In the case in which l is the
Lebesgue measure, we simply write uX. By Lp(X, f ), we denote the Lp space with
respect to the measure l given by dl(x)fl f (x) dx. By Hk, we denote the k-dimensional
Hausdorff measure.
By C, we denote a general positive constant. This can change its value even in a
single line. By writing CflC(p, q, k), we indicate that the constant C depends on p,
q and k only. We write uE  to state that there exist two positive constants C
"
and
C
#
such that C
"
u% %C
#
u.
2. Reformulation of the imbedding theorems
In this section we consider weighted inequalities. The weights are generated by
positive and continuous functions. Let us begin with the following elementary
technical observation.
Lemma 1. Let f and g be two continuous and positie functions on an open set
XZ2n. Assume that !X f (x) dx!¢. Let 1% p% q!¢. Then the following three
conditions are equialent:
(1) There exists a constant C" 0 such that, for eery u ‘C¢(X),
inf
c‘2
0&
X
ru(x)ficrq f (x) dx1"/q%C 0&
X
r~u(x)rp g(x) dx1"/p.
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(2) There exists a constant C" 0 such that, for eery u ‘C¢(X),
0&
X
ru(x)fiuX,f r
q f (x) dx1"/q%C 0&
X
r~u(x)rp g(x) dx1"/p.
(3) For an arbitrary ball BZZX, there exists a constant C" 0 such that
0&
X
ru(x)rq f (x) dx1"/q%C 0&
X
r~u(x)rp g(x) dx1"/p
wheneer u ‘C¢(X) satisfies ur
B
fl 0.
Remark 1. Note that each of the above conditions implies that the set X is
connected. Indeed, a function that is equal to 1 on one of the components and 0 on
the remaining components would not satisfy the indicated inequality.
Remark 2. Note that, if !X f (x) dxfl¢, then condition (2) makes no sense, as
the average uX,f is not defined for, say, ufl 1. Moreover, condition (3) implies that
!X f (x) dx!¢. Indeed, it suffices to apply condition (3) to a smooth function u
that is equal to 1 outside the ball 2BZZX and vanishes on B. Hence in the case
!X f (x)fl¢ the correct variant of the imbedding is condition (1). However, in this
paper we shall only consider the case when the function f is summable.
Remark 3. Weighted Sobolev inequalities with weights f and g given by powers
of the distance to the boundary are sometimes called Hardy inequalities.
Remark 4. For one more equivalent statement, see Corollary 2.
Proof of Lemma 1. For simplicity, we shall use the notation dlfl f (x) dx. Thus
uX,f fl uX,l. The equivalence of the first two statements follows from the elementary
inequality
0&
X
rufiuX,lr
q dl1"/q% 2 inf
c‘2
0&
X
ruficrq dl1"/q.
Now we prove that condition (2) 3 condition (3). Assume that u ‘C¢(X) and
ur
B
fl 0. We have
0t
X
rurq dl1"/q% 0t
X
rufiuX,lr
q dl1"/q›ruX,lr.
It suffices to estimate ruX,lr :
ruX,lrfl ruX,lfiuB,lr%t
B
rufiuX,lr dl%
l(X)
l(B) 0tX rufiuX,lrq dl1
"/q
.
The proof that condition (3) 3 condition (1) is slightly more complicated. Since the
functions f and g are continuous and positive, the measures generated by f (x) dx and
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g(x) dx are uniformly equivalent with the Lebesgue measure on every compact subset
of X. Also, the exponent q in condition (3) cannot exceed that from the classical
Sobolev inequality. Hence it easily follows that, for every 2BZZX, the inequality
0&
#B
ru(x)rq f (x) dx1"/q%C 0&
#B
r~u(x)rp g(x) dx1"/p (5)
holds for all u ‘C¢
!
(2B) with C depending on B, f and g. Moreover, the Poincare!
inequality
0&
#B
cB
rufiu
#B
cB
rp g(x) dx1"/p %C 0&
#B
cB
r~urp g(x) dx1"/p (6)
holds for all u ‘C¢(2B cB), with C depending on B and g. Let ‘C¢
!
(2B) satisfy
r
B
fl 1. Now Lemma 1 follows when condition (3) and inequalities (5) and (6) are
applied to
ufiu
#B
cB
fl (ufiu
#B
cB
)›(1fi )(ufiu
#B
cB
).
We say that a subset AZX is admissible if A is open and ƒAfX is a smooth
submanifold.
Theorem 1. Under the assumptions of Lemma 1, each of the Sobole type
inequalities of Lemma 1 is equialent to the following capacity type estimate:
(1) For an arbitrary ball BZZX there exists a constant C
"
flC(X, B, f, g, p, q)
such that
0&
A
f (x) dx1p/q %C" inf&
X
r~u(x)rp g(x) dx
for eery admissible subset AZX with AfBflW. Here the infimum is taken oer the
set of all u ‘C¢(X) that satisfy ur
A
& 1 and ur
B
fl 0.
Moreoer, if pfl 1, then we hae one more equialent statement gien as a weighted
isoperimetric inequality.
(2) For any admissible subset AZX with AfBflW,
&
A
f (x) dx%C
#0&
ƒAfX
g dHn−"1q.
Here C
#
flC(X, B, f, g, q).
Remark 5. Letting ffl gfl 1 and qfl n}(nfi1), condition (2) above reduces to
the usual isoperimetric inequality.
Remark 6. The equivalence of the conditions from Lemma 1 with condition (1)
above is the ‘easy’ part of the theorem. The ‘hard’ part is the equivalence with
condition (2) for pfl 1.
Proof of Theorem 1. It suffices to prove the equivalence of the Theorem 1
conditions with condition (3) of Lemma 1. Denote this condition by Imb.
(1) 3 Imb: Let u ‘C¢(X) satisfy ur
B
fl 0. The idea of the proof is as follows. We
apply the capacity estimate to the level sets A
t
fl†rur& t·. Since the Lq norm of the
function u with respect to the measure given by dlfl f (x) dx can be recovered from
the l measures of the level sets A
t
, we obtain the inequality Imb. Here are the details.
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Replacing u by rur, we can assume that u& 0. Let
u
k
fl 2−(k−") min †max †0, ufi2k−" ·, 2k−" ·
where k ‘:. Then u
k
fl 1 on †u& 2k ·, and
r~u
k
rfl
1
2k−"
r~urv†
#
k−"%u!#
k·
almost everywhere. Hence
&
X
rurq f dxE 3
¢
k=−¢
2kq&
†
#
k−"%u!#
k·
f dx
% 3
¢
k=−¢
2(k+")q&
†u&#
k·
f dx
%C 3
¢
k=−¢
2kq 0&
X
r~u
k
rp g dx1q/p
%C 3
¢
k=−¢
0&
†
#
k−"%u!#
k·
r~urp g dx1q/p
%C 0 3
¢
k=−¢
&
†
#
k−"%u!#
k·
r~urp g dx1q/p
flC 0&
X
r~urp g dx1q/p.
In the last inequality, we have used the assumption that q}p& 1.
Imb3 (1) : Let u ‘C¢(X) satisfy ur
A
& 1 and ur
B
fl 0. We have
0&
A
f dx1"/q%0&
X
rurq f dx1"/q%C 0&
X
r~urp g dx1"/p.
Now let us assume that pfl 1. We shall prove that condition (2) is equivalent to Imb.
(2)3 Imb: In the proof we need the following well known co-area formula
[11 ; 12 ; 33, Theorem 1.2.4].
Theorem 2. If u is locally Lipschitz on X, and g is a nonnegatie continuous
function on X, then
&
X
r~urg dxfl&
¢
!
0&
Bt
fX
g dHn−"1 dt (7)
where B
t
fl†x r ru(x)rfl t·.
We follow the idea of Federer and Fleming [13] (cf. [51, Theorem 2.7.4]). Let
u ‘C¢(X) satisfy ur
B
fl 0. Replacing u by rur, we can assume that u is nonnegative. Let
u
t
flmin †t, u·, where t& 0. Set A
t
fl†u& t·, and B
t
fl†ufl t·. Obviously
u
t+h
% u
t
›hv
At
for all h& 0. Hence
su
t+h
f "/qs
q
% su
t
f "/qs
q
›h0&
At
f 1"/q% sut f "/qsq›Ch&
Bt
fX
g dHn−".
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This leads to the inequality
d
dt
su
t
f "/qs
q
%C&
Bt
fX
g dHn−". (8)
Since the function f is summable on X, the function su
t
f "/qs
q
is differentiable almost
everywhere with respect to t. Now, integrating both sides of (8) with respect to t ‘
(0,¢) and applying the co-area formula, we obtain
0&
X
rurq f dx1"/qfl&
¢
!
d
dt
su
t
f "/qs
q
dt
%C&
¢
!
0&
Bt
fX
g dHn−"1 dtflC&
X
r~urg dx.
Imb3 (2) : This implication is elegant but not very important, and we shall not
use it in the sequel. Hence we only sketch the proof.
Lemma 2. Let XZ2n be an arbitrary open set and AZX an admissible subset.
Let g : X!2 be a continuous and positie function with !ƒAfX g dHn−"!¢. Then there
exists a sequence †x
m
·¢
m="
of functions with the following properties:
(1) x
m
‘C¢(X), 0%x
m
% 1.
(2) x
m
fl 0 in X cA.
(3) For eery compact set KZA there exists a number m(K ) such that x
m
r
K
3 1 for
all m&m(K ).
(4)
lim
m!¢
&
X
r~x
m
rg dxfl&
ƒAfX
g dHn−".
Lemma 2 is a generalisation of [33, Lemma 3.2.2]. The lemma follows by a
standard modification of Maz’ya’s argument. We skip the details.
Roughly speaking, Lemma 2 states that there exists a good, smooth ap-
proximation †x
m
·¢
m="
of the characteristic function of the set A.
Now it is easy to complete the proof of the implication that Imb3 condition (2) :
simply apply the inequality stated in Imb to uflx
m
, and let m!¢.
So far, we have dealt with inequalities for smooth functions. In order to extend
our results to Sobolev spaces, we need a density result. In general, the existence of a
weight may cause some serious problems (see [9]). However, our weights are
sufficiently nice, and so the standard proof of density applies. For the sake of
completeness, we supply some details.
Let Ffl† fa·rar%m be a family of positive and continuous functions on X, and
Pfl†p
i
·m
i="
, 1% p
i
!¢, be a family of real numbers. We define the Sobolev space as
follows:
Wm,P(X,F )fl†u ‘$«(X) rDa u ‘Lprar(X, fa), for rar%m·
sus
W
m,P
(X,F)
fl 3
rar%m
0&
X
rDa urprar fa(x) dx1"/prar.
It is clear how to define Wm,P
loc
(X,F ). Moreover, Wm,P
!
(X,F ) stands for the closure of
C¢
!
(X) in the Sobolev norm.
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Theorem 3. Wm,P(X,F ) is a Banach space and C¢(X)fWm,P(X,F ) is a dense
subset. In fact, for eery u ‘Wm,P
loc
(X,F ) and eery e" 0, there exists a g ‘C¢(X) with
(1) ufig ‘Wm,P
!
(X,F) ;
(2) sufigs
W
m,P
(X,F)
! e.
The argument for the classical case is applied verbatim to establish that our
Sobolev space is a Banach space. Proof of the second part of Theorem 3 requires only
a minor modification to the usual proof of the Meyers–Serrin theorem, which is
similar to that in [17]. The key observation which allows the standard arguments to
work in the above weighted setting is that on every compact subdomain X«ZZX the
above weighted norm is equivalent to the unweighted one.
If one allows the weights to vanish even in a single point inside X, then smooth
functions can fail to be dense (see [9]).
Theorem 4 is an abstract version of the Rellich–Kondrachov compactness
theorem.
Theorem 4. Let X be a set equipped with a finite measure l. Assume that a linear
normed space W of measurable functions on X has the following two properties:
(1) There exists a q" 1 such that the imbedding WZLq(X,l) is bounded.
(2) Eery bounded sequence in W contains a subsequence that conerges almost
eerywhere.
Then the imbedding WZLs(X,l) is compact for eery 1% s! q.
Remark 7. The assumption that l(X )!¢ cannot be removed.
Proof of Theorem 4. Let †u
j
·ZW be a bounded sequence; then it is also
bounded in Lq(X,l). Take a subsequence (still denoted by †u
j
·) that converges almost
everywhere. Now it suffices to prove that this sequence is a Cauchy sequence with
respect to the Ls(X,l) norm for each s! q. Fix s! q, and take an arbitrary small
e" 0. According to Egoroff’s theorem (here we use the assumption that l(X )!¢),
there exists a measurable subset EZX such that l(X cE )! e and †u
j
· converges
uniformly on E. Now Theorem 4 follows from the estimate
0&
X
ru
k
fiu
j
rs dl1"/s%l(X cE )"−s/q 0 &
XcE
ru
k
fiu
j
rq dl1"/q
›0&
E
ru
k
fiu
j
rs dl1"/s
%Ce"−s/q›0&
E
ru
k
fiu
j
rs dl1"/sMNCe"−s/q
as k, j!¢.
Theorem 4 leads to a general compact imbedding theorem for Sobolev spaces.
First we need some notation.
Let f and g be two positive and continuous functions on XZ2n. By Lp(X, f ), we
denote the Lp space with respect to the measure generated by f (x) dx, and by
W ",p(X, f ; g) we denote the completion of C¢(X) in the norm
sus
L
p
(X,f)
›s~us
L
p
(X,g)
. (9)
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According to Theorem 3, this space coincides with the space defined via distributional
derivatives. If f3 g, we simply write W ",p(X, f ), and in the unweighted case
f3 g3 1, we write W ",p(X).
Theorem 5. Let W ",p(X, f ; g) be defined as aboe, and let l be an arbitrary finite
measure on X that is absolutely continuous with respect to the Lebesgue measure.
Assume that q" 1. If the imbedding W ",p(X, f ; g)ZLq(X,l) is bounded, then, for eery
1% s! q, the imbedding W ",p(X, f ; g)ZLs(X,l) is compact.
Remark 8. The assertion remains true if we also consider a slightly different
Sobolev space obtained, for example, by replacing the norm sus
L
p
(X,f)
in (9) by
sus
L
"
(X«)
, where X«ZZX.
Corollary 1. If f is as aboe, !X f (x) dx!¢, and 1% q! p, then the imbedding
W ",p(X, f )ZLq(X, f ) is compact.
Proof of Theorem 5. Let †u
j
·ZW ",p(X, f ; g) be a bounded sequence. Since f and
g are bounded away from 0 and ¢ on every compact subdomain GZZX, we have
W ",p(G, f ; g)flW ",p(G ) for each such G. Thus, requiring G also to have smooth
boundary, applying the classical Rellich–Kondrachov theorem to W ",p(G ), and using
the diagonal method, we can select from †u
j
· a subsequence that is convergent almost
everywhere in X. Now the assertion follows from Theorem 4.
Now we can add one more equivalent condition to the list given in Lemma 1.
Corollary 2. Let f and g be two positie and continuous functions on a domain
XZ2n. Assume that !X f (x) dx!¢. Let 1% p! q!¢. Then each of the conditions
stated in Lemma 1 is equialent to boundedness of the imbedding
W ",p(X, f ; g)ZLq(X, f ). (10)
Proof. Obviously, condition (2) of Lemma 1 implies (10). We prove the converse
implication. The boundedness of the imbedding (10) means that
sus
L
q
(X,f)
%C (sus
L
p
(X,f)
›s~us
L
p
(X,g)
).
Now it suffices to prove that, for u with !X uffl 0,
sus
L
p
(X,f)
%C s~us
L
p
(X,g)
.
To this end, we use a classical argument which shows that compactness of imbedding
implies Poincare! inequality (cf. [51, Lemma 4.1.3]). Suppose, contrary to our claim,
that !X uk ffl 0 for kfl 1, 2,… and
1fl su
k
s
L
p
(X,f)
"k s~us
L
p
(X,g)
.
By Theorem 5, we can assume that u
k
! u in Lp(X, f ), and hence sus
L
p
(X,f)
fl 1 and
!X uffl 0. On the other hand, ~uk! 0 in Lp(X, g). Since ~uk!~u in $«(X), we
conclude that ~ufl 0, and so u is constant (X is connected). Thus ufl 0. The
contradiction completes the proof.
We end this section with two elementary examples that illustrate Theorem 1 and
Theorem 5. We give ‘one line’ proofs of the classical imbedding theorems in
continuous domains, starshaped domains and in the s-cusps (definitions of these
domains are given in the next section).
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Let X be a bounded continuous or starshaped domain, and let BZZX be a fixed
ball. We shall shortly prove that the isoperimetric type inequality rAr%
CHn−"(ƒAfX) holds for an arbitrary admissible subset AZX with AfBflW.
According to Theorem 1, this inequality implies that
&
X
rur dx%C&
X
r~ur dx (11)
for all u ‘C¢(X) with ur
B
fl 0. If 1% p!¢, then, applying (11) to rurp and using the
Ho$ lder inequality and Lemma 1, we obtain the following result (a modification of this
argument shows that (3) implies (4)).
Corollary 3. If X is a bounded continuous or starshaped domain, and 1% p!¢,
then there exists a constant CflC(p,X) such that
0&
X
rufiuXrp dx1"/p %C 0&
X
r~urp dx1"/p
wheneer u ‘C¢(X).
Proof. In order to complete the proof, we have to establish the isoperimetric
inequality. Assume that X is a bounded and continuous domain (the case of
starshaped domains is analogous). Since the question is local in nature, it suffices to
consider the case when AZX, and X is now an unbounded domain consisting of the
points lying above the graph of a continuous function f : 2n−"!2, and the diameter
of the set A is bounded from above. We have to establish the inequality rAr%
CHn−"(ƒAfX). Let p : 2n !2n−" be the orthogonal projection (onto the domain of
definition of f ). Then it is easy to see that rAr%Hn−"(p(A))[diamA%
Hn−"(ƒAfX)[diamA, as desired.
Another direct application is the following example, which is due to Maz’ya [28].
If X is a bounded s-cusp, BZZX, and AZX with AfBflW is an admissible subset,
then it is not difficult to prove that the isoperimetric type inequality rAr%
CHn−"(ƒAfX)q holds for qfl 1›1}(s(nfi1)). Thus Theorem 1 and Theorem 5 lead
to the following classical result.
Corollary 4. If X is a bounded s-cusp, s& 1, and 1% p! s(nfi1)›1, then there
exists a constant CflC(p,X) such that
0&
X
rufiuXrq dx1"/q%C 0&
X
r~urp dx1"/p
wheneer qfl q
!
fl p(s(nfi1)›1)}(s(nfi1)›1fip) and u ‘C¢(X). If 1% q! q
!
, then
the imbedding W ",p(X)ZLq(X) is compact.
The main results of this paper are Theorem 7, Theorem 8, Theorem 9 and
Theorem 10. Three of these will be obtained as a consequence of Theorem 1 and
Theorem 5.
3. Domains
One of the purposes of this paper is to establish imbedding theorems for certain
classes of domains with irregular boundaries. In this section, we recall the definitions
of these classes of domain.
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We say that the bounded domain X satisfies the cone condition if, for some fixed
cone
Vfl†x#
"
›x#
#
›…›x#
n−"
%Cx#
n
r 0%x
n
% a·,
every point x ‘X is a vertex of a cone V
x
ZX congruent to V. For further properties
of domains with the cone property, see [33]. We say that a bounded domain is
continuous, HoX lder continuous (C!,a, 0!a! 1) or Lipschitz (C!,") if, locally, its
boundary is a graph of a continuous, Ho$ lder continuous (C !,a) or Lipschitz
continuous function, respectively.
Of course, any Lipschitz domain satisfies the cone condition, but a general Ho$ lder
continuous domain does not satisfy it. The simplest nontrivial example of a Ho$ lder
continuous domain is a single s-cusp, s& 1. This is a domain defined by the inequality
x#
"
›x#
#
›…›x#
n−"
%Cx#s
n
0!x
n
! a.
If sfl 1, then we get a cone. In any C !,a domain, each point of the boundary is a vertex
of a 1}a-cusp contained in X.
We say that a bounded domain X is starshaped with respect to a point x
!
if, for
every x ‘X, the interval xx
!
is contained in X. The domains starshaped with respect
to a point are closely related to continuous domains. Namely, locally, by composition
with an appropriate diffeomorphism, the boundary of a continuous domain can be
mapped onto the boundary of a starshaped domain.
Now we define a class of much wilder domains. We say that a bounded domain
X is s-John, s& 1, provided that there is a constant C& 1, and a distinguished point
x
!
‘X so that each point x ‘X can be joined to x
!
(inside X) by a rectifiable curve
(called a John curve), c : [0, l ]!X, c(0)flx, c(l )flx
!
, parameterised by arc length
(l depends on x), and such that the distance to the boundary satisfies
dist (c(t), ƒX)"C−" ts (12)
for all t ‘ [0, l ]. Note that x
!
can be replaced by any other point in X. The constant
C in (12), however, depends on the choice of x
!
.
If sfl 1, then we say, for simplicity, that X is a John domain and the condition
(12) is called a ‘twisted cone condition’. Note that a bounded domain that satisfies
the cone condition is a John domain, whereas the cone condition can fail for a John
domain. John domains were introduced by Martio and Sarvas [34]. They are named
after F. John, who considered similar domains in [25]. They appear naturally in the
context of holomorphic dynamical systems and quasiconformal mappings. Recently,
Carleson, Jones and Yoccoz [8] characterised the polynomials for which the basin of
infinity A(¢) is a John type domain. For further information concerning John
domains, we refer the reader to [35, 37, 48].
The s-John domains for s" 1 are in general much wilder than the John domains,
and hence many of the results that hold in 1-John domains do not extent to the case
of s-John domains, s" 1, which have not been as extensively studied as the usual
John domains; see, however, [5, 6, 41]. In the case in which s" 1, condition
(12) should perhaps be called a ‘twisted cusp’ or ‘spire ’ condition. Buckley and the
second author of this paper [6] have recently shown that a simply connected plane
domain which supports a Sobolev–Poincare! inequality is an s-John domain for an
appropriate s.
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In the sequel, we need the following result of Trotsenko [47].
Theorem 6. If X is a 1-John domain, then there exists 0! d! 1 such that
&
X
dist (x, ƒX)−d dx!¢. (13)
This theorem can also be easily deduced from [35, Lemma 2.8]. Note that, if X is
a bounded domain with the cone property, then (13) holds for all 0! d! 1.
4. Main results
In this section, we use the notation k(x)fldist (x, ƒX), where XZ2n is a fixed
domain. Moreover, we denote by u
a
the average over X with respect to the measure
induced by dl(x)fl k(x)adx, that is, u
a
fl uX. The main results of this section are
Theorem 7, Theorem 8, Theorem 9 and Theorem 10. We remind the reader that,
according to Theorem 5, the imbedding theorems that we establish below immediately
result in associated compact imbeddings that we have chosen not to state for the sake
of brevity.
Theorem 7. Let XZ2n be an s-John domain, s& 1. Suppose that a& 0,
1% q% n}(nfi1), and bfl (a›n)}(sq)fin›1. Then
0&
X
rufiu
a
rq k(x)a dx1"/q%C&
X
r~ur k(x)b dx
for all u ‘C¢(X).
Remark 9. It is immediate that q cannot exceed the ‘classical ’ exponent
n}(nfi1).
In the particular case in which afl bfl 0, we have Corollary 5.
Corollary 5. If XZ2n is an s-John domain and 1% s% n}(nfi1), then
0&
X
rufiuXrn/((n−")s) dx1(n−")s/n %C&
X
r~ur dx
wheneer u ‘C¢(X).
Note that the exponent of integrability in Corollary 5 for sfl 1 is the same as for a
bounded domain with a smooth boundary.
The standard method for showing that a certain imbedding theorem is sharp is to
construct an appropriate ‘rooms and corridors ’ domain. These domains are also
called Nikodym’s domains, after Nikodym [38], who was the first to consider a
domain of this type as a counterexample to a Sobolev type imbedding. A number of
Nikodym type domains have been constructed in [33].
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Here we recall a version of Nikodym’s domain. This example will show that
Theorem 7 is sharp in the sense that one cannot obtain the inequality with better
exponents under the assumptions of Theorem 7.
First we define a mushroom-like domain. A ‘mushroom’ F of size r consists of a
cap #, which is a ball of radius r, and an attached cylindrical stem 0 of height r and
with radius rs. The cylinder is attached to the cap so as to create a mushroom shape.
A mushroom-like domain X consists of a cube Qn and an attached infinite
sequence of mushrooms F
"
, F
"
,… growing on the ‘top’ of the cube. The mushrooms
are disjoint, and the corresponding cylinders are perpendicular to the side of the cube
that we have selected as the top of the cube. We can make the mushrooms pairwise
disjoint if numbers r
i
associated with F
i
converge to 0 sufficiently fast as i!¢.
We shall not be very precise in our description as we believe that, once the reader
understands the geometry and the basic idea, then the details become obvious. It is
easy to see that the mushroom-like domain X is an s-John domain. Let u
i
be a
piecewise linear function on X such that u
i
fl 0 outside F
i
, u
i
is equal to 1 on the cap
#
i
, and u
i
is linear on the associated cylinder 0
i
. Hence r~u
i
rfl r−"
i
on 0
i
, and r~u
i
rfl 0
outside 0
i
.
Assume that 1% s% n}(nfi1), and, for example, that one can prove Corollary 5
with the exponent q" n}((nfi1) s). Then, according to Lemma 1,
0&
X
ru
i
rq dx1"/q%C&
X
r~u
i
r dx
for a constant C that does not depend on i. This leads to the inequality rn/q
i
%Cr s(n−")
i
that cannot be true for sufficiently small r
i
(that is, for sufficiently large i).
Thus we have proved that the statement of Corollary 5 is sharp. It is easy to check
that the same example proves the sharpness of the general case of Theorem 7.
Applying inequality (4) to Corollary 5, we obtain
0&
X
rufiuXrnp/(n−p(n−(n−")s)) dx1(n−p(n−(n−")s))/(np) %C 0&
X
r~urp dx1"/p (14)
where 1% s% n}(nfi1) and p! n}(nfi(nfi1) s).
In the case in which sfl 1 or pfl 1, this result is sharp. However, in the case when
s" 1 and p" 1, the exponent on the left-hand side of (14) is not the best possible !
Indeed, Corollary 6 provides the sharp exponent which exceeds that of (14) (see also
the discussion after Corollary 6).
Before we proceed to the proof of Theorem 7, we state some lemmas that will be
used in the sequel. The first lemma is the well known local isoperimetric inequality
[16, Corollary 1.29; 33, Lemma 1.2.1; 51, Theorem 5.4.3].
Lemma 3. If B is an open ball of radius r in 2n, and A is an admissible subset of
B with rAfBr% rBr}2, then
rAfBr%C
"
(n)Hn−"(ƒAfB)n/(n−").
In particular, if rAfBrfl rBr}2, then
rn %C
#
(n)Hn−"(ƒAfB)n/(n−").
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We also need the following two well known covering lemmas. Lemma 4 is
sometimes called a ‘Vitali type covering lemma’ [45 ; 51, Theorem 1.3.1].
Lemma 4. Let EZ2n be a bounded set, and let EZ5
i‘I
B
i
, where †B
i
·
i‘I
is a
family of balls. Then we can select a subfamily (possibly finite) of pairwise disjoint balls
B
"
, B
#
, B
$
,… such that EZ5¢
k="
5B
k
.
Lemma 5 is due to Besicovitch [2 ; 33, Theorem 1.2.1; 36, p. 15; 51, Theorem
1.3.5].
Lemma 5. Let EZ2n be a bounded set. Assume that we are gien a family of balls
B
x
flB(x, r(x)) indexed by points in E. Then we can find a sequence (possibly finite) of
points x
k
‘E, kfl 1, 2, 3,… such that EZ5¢
k="
B
xk
and no point of 2n belongs to more
than C(n) balls.
Although Corollary 5 is an immediate consequence of Theorem 7, we prefer to
give a direct proof of it. This is because the direct proof is much easier than that of
Theorem 7, and also because the direct proof gives good insight into the ideas behind
the proof of Theorem 7. We want to emphasise that the proof of Theorem 7 is
independent from that of Corollary 5, and thus the reader might wish to skip the
reading of the proof of Corollary 5.
Direct proof of Corollary 5. In this proof, we shall not use Lemma 5. Lemma 5
will be used in the proof of Theorem 7. Fix x
!
‘ X. Let B
!
flB(x
!
, k(x
!
)}2). According
to Theorem 1, it suffices to prove that, for an arbitrary admissible subset AZX with
AfB
!
flW, we have
rAr%CHn−"(ƒAfX)n/((n−")s).
Let x ‘A, and let c(t) be a John curve that joins x with x
!
, so that
dist (c(t), ƒX)&C
"
t s
for all 0% t% l. Let B
t
flB(c(t), C
"
t s}2). For small t, this ball is contained in A, and
when c(t)flx
!
, it is disjoint from A. Thus, if we trace along c, rB
t
fArfl rB
t
r}2 for
some ‘time’ t. This means that there is a point y on the John curve c and a radius R
y
with
(1) rAfB(y,R
y
)rfl rB(y,R
y
)r}2;
(2) R
y
% k(y)}2;
(3) x ‘B(y,CR"/s
y
).
The third condition follows easily from the fact that t is the arc-length parameter of
c. Thus the family †B(y,CR"/s
y
)·
y
forms a covering of A. According to the Vitali type
lemma (Lemma 4), we can select a subfamily †B(y
i
, CR"/s
yi
)·¢
i="
of pairwise disjoint balls
with
AZ 5
¢
i="
B(y
i
, 5CR"/s
yi
).
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Hence, using Lemma 3, we conclude that
rAr%C 3
¢
i="
Rn/s
yi
%C 3
¢
i="
Hn−"(ƒAfB(y
i
,R
yi
))n/((n−")s)
%C 03
¢
i="
Hn−"(ƒAfB(y
i
,R
yi
))1n/((n−")s) %CHn−"(ƒAfX)n/((n−")s).
In the second to last step, we used the assumption that n}((nfi1) s)& 1. The proof is
complete.
The above method could also be used to obtain some weighted inequalities, but
it is not sufficient to cover the general statement of Theorem 7. The method would
work (in the general case) if we knew that R
y
E k(z) whenever z ‘B(y,R
y
).
Unfortunately, this is not true in general, and we only have the inequality R
y
% k(z).
This suggests that we should modify the argument as follows. We consider balls
B
y
flB(y, k(y)}2), and we split A into two parts : Afl’e". The good part, ’,
consists (more or less) of these points x for which rB
x
rE k(x)n. The good part is
essentially dealt with as above. To estimate the remaining ‘bad’ part, ", we need a
new argument. It turns out that the bad part can be rather easily dealt with by using
the local isoperimetric inequality (Lemma 3).
Proof of Theorem 7. Let x
!
and B
!
be as above. According to Theorem 1, it
suffices to prove that, for every admissible subset AZX with AfB
!
flW, we have
&
A
k(x)a dx%C 0&
ƒAfX
k(x)b dHn−"1q.
For each x ‘ X, we set B
x
flB(x, r
x
), where r
x
fl k(x)}2. A trivial but useful
observation is that, for z ‘B
x
, one has k(z)E r
x
. Let
’fl†x ‘Ar rAfB
x
r" "
#
rB
x
r·
"flA c’.
(" corresponds to the ‘bad’ part of X, and ’ to the ‘good’ part.) If x ‘’, then we
trace along the John curve from x to x
!
, and pick a point y on the curve with
rAfB
y
rfl "
#
rB
y
r. (15)
From the s-John condition, we conclude that rxfiyr%Cr"/s
y
, and hence that x ‘
B (y,Cr"/s
y
).Thusweobtainacoveringof’byafamilyofballs †B(y,Cr"/s
y
)·
y
withpointsy
satisfying (15). Applying the Vitali type lemma (Lemma 4), we can select a sequence
of pairwise disjoint balls †B
yi
·¢
i="
fl†B(y
i
,Cr"/s
yi
)·¢
i="
such that ’Z5¢
i="
B(y
i
, 5Cr"/s
yi
).
For the ‘bad’ part of A, we have "Z5
x‘"
B
x
. Applying the covering lemma (Lemma
5), we find a collection †B
xi
·¢
i="
such that "Z5¢
i="
B
xi
, and no point of X belongs to
more than C(n) of these balls. Now
&
A
k(x)a dxfl&
’
k(x)a dx›&
"
k(x)a dx.
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First we estimate the integral over the ‘good’ part. We have
&
’
k(x)a dx% 3
¢
i="
&
B(yi,&Cr
"/s
y
i
)
k(x)a dx. (16)
Note that
&
B(yi,&Cr
"/s
y
i
)
k(x)a dx%C 0&
ƒAfBy
i
k(x)b dHn−"1q. (17)
Indeed, since k(x)%Cr"/s
y
whenever x ‘B(y,Cr"/s
y
), the left-hand side can be estimated
from above by Cr(a+n)/s
yi
. Using the fact that k(x)E r
yi
whenever x ‘B
yi
and Lemma 3,
we see that the right-hand side is greater than or equal to C(rb
yi
rn−"
yi
)qflCr(a+n)/s
yi
, and
thus (17) follows. Thus (16), (17) and the assumption q& 1 lead to
&
’
k(x)a dx%C 03
¢
i="
&
ƒAfBy
i
k(x)b dHn−"1q%C 0&
ƒAfX
k(x)b dHn−"1q.
Now we estimate the ‘bad’ part using Lemma 3:
&
"
k(x)a dx% 3
¢
i="
&
Bx
i
fA
k(x)a dx
E 3
¢
i="
ra
xi
rB
xi
fAr"−q(n−")/n rB
xi
fArq(n−")/n
%C 3
¢
i="
ra+n−q(n−")
xi
(Hn−"(ƒAfB
xi
))q
%C 0&
ƒAfX
k(x)(a+n)/q−n+" dHn−"1q
%C 0&
ƒAfX
k(x)b dHn−"1q.
Note that the assumption that q% n}(nfi1) was used for the estimate
rB
xi
fAr"−q(n−")/n %Crn−q(n−")
xi
.
Trotsenko’s theorem (Theorem 6) allows for the following slight improvement of
Theorem 7. Notice that the dimension of the boundary of a John domain is bounded
away from n by Trotsenko’s theorem. However, given any e
!
" 0, one can construct
a John domain the boundary of which has dimension exceeding nfie
!
, and hence the
bound e
!
below can easily be checked to be essential.
Theorem 8. Let XZ2n be a 1-John domain. Then there exists 0! e
!
! 1 with the
following property. If 1% q% n}(nfi1), 0! e! e
!
, and bfl (nfie)}qfin›1, then
0&
X
rufiu
−e
rq k−e(x) dx1"/q%C&
X
r~ur k(x)b dx
for all u ‘C¢(X).
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Proof. Note that the theorem that we proceed to prove is an extension of
Theorem 7 to the case in which fie
!
! a! 0 and sfl 1. In the proof of Theorem 7,
the assumption that a& 0 was used only for the estimate
&
B(yi,&Cr
"/s
y
i
)
k(x)a dx%Cr(n+a)/s
yi
.
Hence the proof of Theorem 7 can be applied verbatim to give Theorem 8, provided
that we prove Lemma 6.
Lemma 6. If XZ2n is a 1-John domain, then there exist 0! e
!
! 1 and C" 0
such that, for all 0! e! e
!
,
&
BfX
k(x)−e dx%Crn−e
wheneer B is a ball in 2n with radius r.
Remark 10. If both X and 2n cXa are 1-John domains (we identify 2n with Sn),
then Lemma 6 implies that, for certain e" 0, k−e ‘A
"
(Muckenhoupt’s class) (cf. [1,
Lemma 2.1]). For example, if Xfl f (B), where B is a ball and f : 2n !2n is a
quasiconformal mapping, then both X and 2n cXa are 1-John domains.
Proof of Lemma 6. Let B
!
be as in the proof of Theorem 7, and let r
!
denote the
radius of B
!
. According to Theorem 7, !X rr dx%C!X r~rkdx, whenever rB
!
fl 0. Let
rrfl rurk−e, where the function u ‘C¢(X) with ur
B
!
fl 0 is to be specified later. Using
the fact that the Lipschitz constant of k is equal to 1, we obtain
r~r% r~ur k−e›e rurß−(e+")
and hence
&
X
rurk−e %C&
X
r~ur k"−e›Ce&
X
rur k−e. (18)
Pick e" 0 small enough so that !X k−e !¢ and Ce! 1; this is possible by Theorem
6. Assume that u is bounded. Then (18) and !X rur k−e dx!¢ imply that
&
X
rur k−e %
C
1fiCe&X r~ur k"−e. (19)
If r%dist (B, ƒX) or r is sufficiently large, say r& r
!
}4, then Lemma 6 follows easily.
Hence we can assume that r"dist (B, ƒX), and r! r
!
}4. Note that this implies that
2BfB
!
flW. Let u ‘C¢(X) be bounded and satisfy ufl 1 on BfX, ufl 0 on X c 2B,
and r~ur%C}r. Applying (19), we obtain
&
BfX
k−e %&
X
rur k−e %C&
#B
fX
1
r
k"−e %Crn−e.
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Remark 11. The structure of the proof of Theorem 8 is somewhat ‘ funny’. We
apply Trotsenko’s theorem and Theorem 7 to obtain inequality (19), which is a special
case of Theorem 8. Then we use the special case (19) to prove Lemma 6, and repeat
the entire proof of Theorem 7 to establish the general case.
Theorem 9. Let XZ2n be an s-John domain, s& 1. Assume that the constants
a, b, p, q, s satisfy a& 0, 1% p% q! (n›a) p}((n›bfi1) s›1fip), and additionally
q% np}(nfip), when p! n. Then
0&
X
rufiu
a
rq k(x)a dx1"/q%C 0&
X
r~urp k(x)b dx1"/p
for all u ‘C¢(X).
Remark 12. It follows from the assumptions that (n›bfi1) s›1fip& 0. In the
case of equality, we allow q to be any positive number.
By letting afl bfl 0, we have Corollary 6. The case of Corollary 6 in which
pfl q is due to Smith and Stegenga [41, Theorem 10].
Corollary 6. Let XZ2n be an s-John domain, s& 1. If 1% p% q!
np}((nfi1) s›1fip), then
0&
X
rufiuXrq dx1"/q%C 0&
X
r~urp dx1"/p (20)
wheneer u ‘C¢(X).
Remark 13. If (nfi1) s›1fip% 0, then the statement holds for any positive q.
We note that Corollary 6 can be proved directly using an argument that is
considerably simpler than the proof of Theorem 9 (see Remark 16).
Let us compare Corollary 5 and Corollary 6.
If pfl 1, then q! n}((nfi1) s), and hence inequality (20) is weaker than that
proved in Corollary 5. If sfl 1, then q! np}(nfip), and still Corollary 6 is not as
good as Corollary 5, which leads to inequality (14). However, if p" 1 and s" 1, then
inequality (20) is better than (14).
If s" n}(nfi1), then Corollary 5 does not apply at all, but Corollary 6 does.
However, p cannot be arbitrary. We need p! np}((nfi1) s›1fip), or, equivalently,
p" (nfi1) (sfi1). The ‘mushroom’ example shows that this estimate is sharp, that is,
that inequality (20) with q& p does not hold when 1% p! (nfi1) (sfi1). The fact
that the Poincare! inequality (that is, (20) with pfl q) holds for all sufficiently large p
is due to Smith and Stegenga [41, Theorem 10].
The mushroom example constructed above shows that, in the general case of
Theorem 9, q cannot exceed the given bound.
Before we proceed to the proof of Theorem 9, we prove the existence of an
‘envelope extension operator’ for 1-John domains. Although we shall not use this
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operator in the proof of Theorem 9, we think that such an ‘ intermission’ will be
convenient for the reader. Specifically, the proof of Theorem 9 generalises the
arguments used in the construction of the envelope extension operator, and thus we
hope that the construction presented below will help the reader to understand the
proof of Theorem 9. First, we need to define the concept of an envelope extension
operator.
Let W(X) be a normed space of measurable functions on XZ2n, and let X be that
for measurable functions on 2n. We say that T : W(X)!X is an envelope extension
operator if it is bounded and sublinear (that is, rT(u›)r% rTur›rTr), and, for any
u ‘W(X), the inequality
ru(x)r% rTu(x)r
holds almost everywhere in X (the ‘ letter ’ rur is inside the ‘envelope’ rTur).
Obviously, for a general 1-John domain, there is no hope for a Sobolev extension
operator. The simplest 1-John domain without the Sobolev extension property is a
disk with a radius removed. However, as we shall see, any 1-John domain admits a
Sobolev envelope extension operator.
Theorem 10. Let XZ2n be a 1-John domain, and let 1! p!¢. Then there
exists an enelope extension operator
T : W ",p(X)MNW ",p(2n).
Remark 14. Note that Theorem 10 cannot be trivial, as it can be shown to imply
the Sobolev–Poincare! inequality for John domains.
Proof of Theorem 10. In the proof, we use a chaining argument similar to that
used in [18, 19].
Let x
!
‘X be a distinguished point, and let B
!
flB(x
!
, k(x
!
)}4). In what follows,
x
i
and r
i
denote the centre and the radius of a ball B
i
, respectively.
We shall show that there is a constant M that depends on the constant from the
John condition (12) only and a constant C that depends on n only such that the
following holds. For every x ‘X c 2B
!
, there exists an infinite sequence (called a chain)
of balls B
!
, B
"
,… with 2B
i
ZX that joins x
!
to x in the following sense :
(1) rB
i
eB
i+"
r%C rB
i
fB
i+"
r.
(2) dist (x,B
i
)%Mr
i
, and r
i
! 0, x
i
!x, as i!¢.
(3) No point of X belongs to more than C balls B
i
.
There are plenty of papers that deal with various chaining techniques (cf. [3, 4, 10,
14, 20–24, 27, 41, 42]), and the arguments needed to prove that the chain constructed
below satisfies conditions (1), (2) and (3) immediately above are quite standard. Thus
we shall be somewhat sketchy.
We cover c with balls as follows. Consider the collection of all balls
B(y, dist (y, ƒXe†x·)}4) with y ‘ c.
By the covering lemma (Lemma 5), we find the B!
"
,B!
#
,… from this collection that
cover c c †x· and have uniformly bounded overlap, depending only on n, at each point.
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Define B
i
fl 2B!
i
, and let B
!
be as above. Here 2B!
i
is the ball with the same centre as
B!
i
but with twice the radius of B!
i
. Then the first part of property (2) holds for this
sequence by the definition of B
i
because c is a John curve. Also, property (3) follows
by volume comparison since the radii of B
i
and B
j
are comparable if B
i
and B
j
have
nonempty intersection and the original balls B!
i
have uniformly bounded overlap.
Finally, property (1) and the second part of property (2) can easily be ensured by
renumbering the balls as one traces along c from x
!
to x, and by disposing of the
unnecessary balls.
Assume for a moment that ur
B
!
fl 0. According to the version of the Lebesgue
differentiation theorem given in [45, Chapter 1, Section 1.8], for almost every x a 2B
!
and the associated chain †B
i
·, we have u
Bi
! u(x), as i!¢, and hence
ru(x)r% 3
¢
i=!
ru
Bi
fiu
Bi+"
r
% 3
¢
i=!
(ru
Bi
fiu
Bi
fBi+"
r›ru
Bi+"
fiu
Bi
fBi+"
r)
% 3
¢
i=!
0t
Bi
fBi+"
rufiu
Bi
r›t
Bi
fBi+"
rufiu
Bi+"
r1
%C 3
¢
i=!
t
Bi
rufiu
Bi
r
%C 3
¢
i=!
r
it
Bi
r~ur.
In the last step, we used the Poincare! inequality. Note that, by condition (2), we have
rxfizr%Cr
i
, for each z ‘B
i
, and hence
ru(x)r%C 3
¢
i=!
&
Bi
r~u(z)r
rxfizrn−"
dz%C&
X
r~u(z)r
rxfizrn−"
dz.
The constant C does not depend on the choice of x. We have estimated rur by a Riesz
potential which, according to Caldero! n–Zygmund theory, belongs to W",p
loc
(2n) as
a function of the variable x (cf. [45, Chapter 5, Section 2.3]). The remaining part
of the proof is only of a cosmetic nature. Fix ‘C¢
!
(X), r
#B!
fl 1, and
w ‘C¢
!
(2n), wrX fl 1. Now we define the envelope extension operator by the
formula
Tu(x)fl 0C&
X
r~(ufi u) (z)r
rxfizrn−"
dz1w(x)›r (x) u(x)r.
Remark 15. A modification of the chaining technique used in the above proof
easily extends to the setting of metric spaces [18, 19]. This technique is more
elementary than the usual arguments based on the Boman chain condition and the
Whitney decomposition, see [14, 24, 27]. For the interested reader, let us point out
that domains satisfying a Boman chain condition coincide with the 1-John domains
even in a very abstract setting [7]. In the proof of Theorem 9, we shall also use a
variant of the above chaining technique.
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Remark 16. One can use the above method to obtain a rather simple proof of
the unweighted case of Theorem 9, that is, Corollary 6. However, the weights of the
general case cause serious difficulties, and we need to modify the chaining argument.
This is the same phenomenon as that which we have already encountered in the proofs
of Corollary 5 and Theorem 7.
Proof of Theorem 9. Let B
!
flB(x
!
, k(x
!
)}2), where x
!
‘ X is a distinguished
point. It suffices to prove that there exists a constant C" 0 such that, for every
admissible subset AZX with AfB
!
flW, we have
0&
A
k(x)a dx1p/q %C&
X
r~urp k(x)b dx
whenever u ‘C¢(X), u& 1 on A, and ur
B
!
fl 0. For z ‘X, let B
z
flB(z, r
z
), where
r
z
fl k(z)}2. We set B
!
flB
x
!
.
Let x ‘A be arbitrary and let c be a John curve from x to x
!
. We trace along c from
x
!
to x, and form a finite ‘chain’ of balls B
!
,B
"
,… ,B
k
(k depends on the choice of x)
that joins x
!
to x and has the following properties :
(i) Each of the balls B
i
is of the form B
z
with z ‘ c. Moreover, B
!
flB
x
!
is fixed,
and B
k
flB
x
.
(ii) Consecutive balls are of comparable size and have considerable overlap.
More precisely, we require that
rB
i
eB
i+"
r%M rB
i
fB
i+"
r
for ifl 0, 1,… ,kfi1.
(iii) For any r" 0, the number of balls B
i
with radius r
i
" r is less than Mr("−s)/s
when s" 1, and less than rlog
#
(r−"MdiamX)r when sfl 1.
(iv) No point of X belongs to more than M balls from B
!
,B
"
,… ,B
k
.
The constant M depends only on n and the constant from the John condition (12).
The required chain can easily be constructed by considering balls B
y
centred on c (see
the proof of Theorem 10). The conditions (i), (ii) and (iv) immediately follow from the
construction as in the proof of Theorem 10. Thus we shall only prove property (iii),
and, for simplicity, we only consider the case s" 1, which is slightly harder than the
case sfl 1.
Divide c, starting from x, into pieces of the lengths r"/s, (2r)"/s,… , (2ir)"/s,…This
is a finite sequence, of course. From properties (i) and (iv), we conclude that at most
Cr"/s}rflCr("−s)/s balls with radius greater than r correspond to the first piece of c.
Measuring in terms of arc length, the piece corresponding to (2ir)"/s is at least
r"/s›(2r)"/s›…›(2i−"r)"/sE (2ir)"/s
away from x, and so its distance to the boundary is at least C2ir. Hence it is covered
by no more than C(2ir)("−s)/s balls from the chain. Thus the total number of balls with
radius greater than r does not exceed
C 0r("−s)/s›3
¢
i="
(2ir)("−s)/s1E r("−s)/s.
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In order to estimate the integral over A, we divide A as in the proof of Theorem
7 into the ‘bad’ and ‘good’ parts.
Let
’fl†x ‘A r u
Bx
& "
#
·
"flA c’.
We have
&
A
k(x)a dxfl&
’
k(x)a dx›&
"
k(x)a dx.
We shall estimate these integrals separately. We begin with the integral over ’. Let
x ‘’, and let B
!
, B
"
,… ,B
k
be a chain associated with x. Let 0! k! 1. We estimate,
using the triangle inequality, condition (ii), the Poincare! inequality for B
i
, and the
Ho$ lder inequality :
"
#
% ru
Bk
fiu
B
!
r% 3
k−"
i=!
(ru
Bi
fiu
Bi
fBi+"
r›ru
Bi+"
fiu
Bi
fBi+"
r)
%C 3
k
i=!
t
Bi
rufiu
Bi
r dy
%C 3
k
i=!
r
it
Bi
r~ur dy
%C 03k
i=!
r("−k)p/(p−")
i 1(p−")/p 03k
i=!
rkp−n
i &
Bi
r~urp1"/p. (21)
By an elementary scaling argument, we can assume that diamXfl 1. Fix small
d" 0, and set kfl (s›pfi1)}(sp)fid. The number of r
i
with 2−(j+") % r
i
% 2−j does
not exceed C2 j(s−")/s (when s" 1), and hence
3
k
i=!
r("−k)p/(p−")
i
%C 3
¢
j=!
(2−j)("−k)p/(p−") 2 j(s−")/sflC 3
¢
j=!
(2−dp/(p−"))j !C.
Thus
03k
i=!
r("−k)p/(p−")
i 1(p−")/p %C. (22)
It is easy to see that, also in the case sfl 1, expression (22) is finite (notice that then
the r
i
decrease in a geometric fashion). Now (21) and (22) lead to
3
k
i=!
r kp−n
i &
Bi
r~urp &C (23)
where the constant C depends on p, d, n and the constant from the s-John condition
only. By the s-John condition Cr
i
& rxfiyrs, for y ‘B
i
, and since kpfinfib% 0 (see
Remark 12), we obtain
r kp−n−b
i
%C rxfiyrs(kp−n−b)
for y ‘B
i
. Note that r
i
E k(y), when y ‘B
i
, and hence
r kp−n
i
%Ck(y)b rxfiyrs(kp−n−b).
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For y ‘B
i
f(2 j+"B
k
c 2 j B
k
), we have rxfiyrE 2 j r
k
(remember that B
k
is centred at x),
and hence, for each such y,
rkp−n
i
%C(2 j r
k
)s(kp−n−b) k(y)b. (24)
Moreover, since r(kp−n−b)
k
& 1 (because r
k
! diamXfl 1), and s& 1, we have, for
y ‘B
k
,
rkp−n
k
ECrkp−n−b
k
k(y)b%Crs(kp−n−b)
k
k(y)b. (25)
Thus (23)–(25), and the fact that no point of X belongs to more than M of the balls
B
i
, lead to
C% 3
k
i=!
rkp−n
i &
Bi
r~urp %Crs(kp−n−b)
k &
Bk
r~urp k(y)b
›C 3
rlog
#
rk
r
j=!
(2 j r
k
)s(kp−n−b)&
(#
j+"
Bk
c
#
j
Bk)
fX
r~urp k(y)b
%C 3
rlog
#
rk
r+"
l=!
(2lr
k
)s(kp−n−b)&
#
l
Bk
fX
r~urp k(y)b. (26)
Note that, above, it suffices to consider all j with j% rlog
#
r
k
r as we use the
normalisation diamXfl 1. For any fixed e" 0, we have
3
rlog
#
rk
r+"
l=!
(2lr
k
)e ! r e
k
3
rlog
#
rk
r+"
l=−¢
2le E r e
k
2(rlog#rkr+")e !C. (27)
Comparing (26) and (27), we see that the sum on the right-hand side of (26) exceeds
the sum on the left-hand side of (27) (modulo a constant factor). Hence there exists
an l with
(2lr
k
)e !C(2lr
k
)s(kp−n−b)&
#
l
Bk
fX
r~urp k(y)b.
In other words, there exists an R
x
& r
x
fl k(x)}2 with
&
XfB(x,Rx)
r~urp k(y)b dy&CRs(n+b−kp)+e
x
. (28)
Applying the Vitali type lemma (Lemma 4) to the covering †B(x,R
x
)·
x‘’
of the set ’,
we can select pairwise disjoint balls B
(")
, B
(#)
, B
($)
,… such that ’Z5¢
i="
5B
(i)
. Let
r
(i)
denote the radius of the ball B
(i)
. Set dfl e}(sp). Then
s(n›bfikp)›efl (n›bfi1) s›1fip›2e. (29)
For y ‘B(x,R
x
), we have k(y)% 3R
x
, and hence k(y)a%CRa
x
(here we use the
assumption a& 0). Now we are ready to estimate the integral over ’ :
&
’
k(x)a dx% 3
¢
i="
&
&B(i)
fX
k(x)a dx
%C 3
¢
i="
ra+n
(i)
%C 3
¢
i="
0&
XfB(i)
r~urp k(y)b dy1(a+n)/((n+b−")s+"−p+#
e)
%C 03
¢
i="
&
XfB(i)
r~urp k(y)b dy1(a+n)/((n+b−")s+"−p+#
e)
.
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In the third inequality, we applied (28) and (29), and, in the second to last step, we
used the inequality
a›n
(n›bfi1) s›1fip›2e
& 1
which holds for sufficiently small e. Now it remains to estimate the integral over ".
We have "Z5
x‘"
B
x
. Let †B
xi
·¢
i="
be a subcovering as in the Besicovitch lemma
(Lemma 5). Since u& 1 on A, and u
Bx
i
% 1}2, we obtain
ru(y)fiu
Bx
i
rq& 2−q
for y ‘AfB
xi
. Hence, using the Sobolev–Poincare! inequality, we get
rAfB
xi
r%C&
AfBx
i
rufiu
Bx
i
rq%Cr(n/q−n/p+")q
xi
0&
Bx
i
r~urp1q/p.
In the last inequality, we used the assumption that q% np}(nfip), when p! n. Now
we have
&
"
k(y)a dy% 3
¢
i="
&
Bx
i
fA
k(y)a dyE 3
¢
i="
ra
xi
rB
xi
fAr
%C 3
¢
i="
ra+(n/q−n/p+")q
xi
0&
Bx
i
r~urp1q/p
%C 0&
X
r~urp k((n+a)/q−n/p+")p dx1q/p.
Theorem 9 follows since ((n›a)}qfin}p›1) p& b.
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